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LIVE
STYLE
IN FRANKFURT’S MOST BEAUTIFUL FREEHOLD FLATS.
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AXIS – The new view over Frankfurt.

range of services such as a concierge service in the traditional style

The Frankfurter Skyline with its striking towers has always been the land-

of American apartment buildings. The flexible layouts leave no further

mark of this important European financial capital. While in the past it

wishes unfulfilled for the future residents with regard to interior design.

was always office towers, “skyscrapers” for people have recently been

The entire ensemble consists of one residential tower with 19 floors, on

going up to an increasing extent, for those who like to live high above

which 144 exclusive self-owned apartments ranging in size from 65 m²

things. AXIS, the residential tower in the newly-created European Quar-

to 277 m² are being erected. In addition, eight townhouses will be rea-

ter in the heart of the pulsating city centre, is a residential tower that offers

lised, which are connected with the residential tower via an open atrium

its occupants exciting views. These views were eponymous for AXIS.

garden with green and water areas. The first residents can enjoy the

Designed for top calibre clients’ expectations in cooperation with the

outstanding view over Frankfurt city centre in 2016. AXIS shifts the

renowned Meixner, Schlüter, Wendt architectural bureau, it offers its

emphasis from the view and pushes other values into the foreground:

residents an exclusive, livable standard of equipment and a comprehensive

quality of life, style of living and nature.

www.axis-frankfurt.de

The architecture of the 60 m high residential tower is impressive. The architectural highlight is the organic representative façade made of natural stone. Luxury and superior interior architecture go without saying at AXIS

And what is your style? Visit the AXIS
Freehold Flats Showroom and be inspired.
Design consultancy available on request.
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